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An innovative solution to the problems of technology oversight, visibility, and management, the

CabinetM marketing stack configurator  makes it easy to track the function, spend, performance and

integration relationships of technology products in use throughout your organization.

 

Create the structure for your stack

Give your stack a name

Describe your stack

Upload a logo 

Choose the color of your stack

Add layers to your stack.  

product category

user journey 

the sales and marketing funnel.  

Name the layers in whatever way makes sense for your business

Add as many layers as you need

Move layers up and down until your stack is just right

Identify the type of stack you are creating (this will help you filter

stacks when you have more than one in your Cabinet)

Confirm your business type, size and industry

Add Business Unit, Department, Region, Location (if enabled in

Company Settings) 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

 

There’s no right or wrong way to structure a stack.  The most

common ways are by: 

 

Most times the easiest way to start is to create your first stack

using product categories as the layers in order to quickly get to

an inventory of all products in use.

 

 

Tag your stack to:

 

Note: We aggregate stack data anonymously and use this data to

help us recommend products that you might want to evaluate.

Stacks

Get Started
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Adding Products to Stacks

Search within the stack layer

Search within the stack search bar

Drag products over from your Drawers

Reporting a missing product, or

Emailing Erica Ross (eross@cabinetm.com)       

There are three ways to add products to your stack:

 

If we don’t have the product you are searching for, let us know by:

 

There are >13,000 products in our database and are discovering more everyday.  If you reach out to report a missing product,

we’ll have it  on the site within 48 hours.

 

Note: If your Enterprise Admin has created profiles for your internally developed technology and integration code, you can drop

those into your stack as well. They will appear in the drawer to the right of your stack titled "Internal Technology".
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Annotate the Product Details in Your Stack

As you add products to your stack you’ll be prompted to add details about the products you are using.  You can add as much or

as little detail as you want.  If you prefer to add all your products into the stack first and annotate with detail later, click the “Do not

automatically show this page when I add products” checkbox at the bottom of the annotation screen.  

 

Make sure to save any information that you add to the annotation page.

Marketing function – adding information about the marketing function makes it easy to identify redundant products.

Spend information – add information about your monthly spend 

The type of contract you are spending against as well as any relevant notes about your spend or budget for this product.

(note: If you have created a Contract record for this product you can add it )

Identify how you measure performance for this product and add any notes relevant to your performance experience with the

product

Performance satisfaction rating -- your overall assessment of how the product is performing in your environment.

If this product has an analytics dashboard, include a link to that dashboard here.

Note: Enterprise Admins have the option of adding custom fields to the Details page within stack annotations.  Any custom field

added here will be unique to the stack and will appear on the Details page for every product in the stack.
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Add Integration Details to Your Products

 Data direction

 Method of integration

 Relevant integration notes

Document the integration details for each of your products:

1.

2.

3.
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Add Notes to Each Product 

Supplement your annotation information and document vendor conversations by adding notes to your product annotations.

Add Training Information to Your Products

Add the information that your team needs to access training materials and videos for each product in your stack
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Add Campaign Examples

Coming soon!
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View Your Stack

Click through each logo to see the product profile

Click on the annotation button to see all the details you’ve added to the stack

View the product logos in your stack layers

Alternatively, view your stack as a table.
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Download and Share Your Stack

Your stack can be downloaded as a png image or as an excel file

 A link that will share the stack with all your annotation detail

 A link that will share the stack without your annotation detail

To share your stack internally or externally, create a custom URL link.  You have the option of creating two links.

1.

2.

 

You have the option of limiting who can see your stack via your URL links by restricting access by IP address in

Company Settings.  Note:  Access limitations apply to all stacks in the account.
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Team and Enterprise Stacks

You can assign your Stack to a team to make it possible for team members with editing privileges to collaborate on

building and editing the stack.

 

You can also designate the Stack as an Enterprise Stack which makes it visible (VIEW ONLY) to all members of your

Enterprise Account.  Note: Enterprise Admins have editing privileges for Enterprise Stacks.

Filtering Stacks

Filtering makes it easy to find specific products when you have a large number of stacks.  
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Click on each product icon to see a short product overview

Click on each integration link to see integration details

Move products around to create your own custom view -- make sure to SAVE your view

View the integration details you've documented in your stack.  

Stack Maps make it easy to visualize the connection points between products in your stack and

identify critical dependencies.

Stack Maps

View Your Connection Points
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Isolate Products 

Isolate products to identify critical dependencies when considering an upgrade or replacement.

Display Non-Integrated Products

Display non-integrated products to identify products that may need to be integrated
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Display Stack Layers

View your integrations against a backdrop of your stack layers

Upload Your Own Custom Backdrop

Preparing a presentation?  Upload your own custom backdrop to incorporate additional imagery
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Download Your Stack Map Information

Download your Stack Map images or your Stack integration details
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Select stack type, stack name, and the fields you want to include in your report

Stack Reports provide you with the ability to look across multiple stacks to identify redundancies

and opportunities for rationalization and consolidation

Stack Reports

Create Your Report
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Share and Download Your Report
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